
Aim of the Game
Try to splash the mud on the characters.

Collect a token for each character you splatter with mud.
First player to five reward tokens wins!

kids

years players minutes

3+
2–4 20+

Contents
Muddy puddle bowl
Plastic Peppa Pig
4 pieces of plastic mud
5 double-sided game boards
4 collecting frames
20 reward tokens

Setting Up

Mud Party
Rules

UK

Let’s play!
1. When you’re in turn, drop Peppa into the 

puddle and try to make the mud fly!

2. If the mud lands on a character or the 
board it’s on and you don’t have the 
matching token yet, collect one now and 
place it in your collection frame.  
(You can never have more than one of 
each type of token!) 

If the mud lands on more than one 
character or its board, take a token for 
each of them!

3. Put the mud back in the puddle and hand 
Peppa to the next player.

4. If no mud flies from the bowl, try again 
until at least a little bit of mud flies.

• Set the game up on the table or floor. 
(The floor works best!)

• Place the character boards around the 
puddle with the simpler side up and place 
the mud inside the bowl. Leave some empty 
space between the bowl and the boards.

• Give each player a collecting frame.

• Separate the reward tokens and place 
them near the character boards.

• Give Peppa to the youngest player who 
can start the game!



Peppa’s Puddle 
School
If you drop Peppa down the side 
of the puddle, the mud flies 
away from her!
This way you can aim and try 
to hit the characters you 
haven’t hit yet!

End of the Game 
The first player, who collects all five tokens first, 
wins the game!
If one or more players wins their fifth token on the same 
turn, all the players with five tokens win the game!

More entertaining games at

00000 A

Have you played 
a couple of times?
Now you can try the version with more 
action!

Set up and play as above, but use the side 
with four little symbols in the corners of 
each of the character boards.

If the mud lands on the symbols in the 
corners of the character boards:

1. The player in turn wins the matching 
token as normal (if he or she doesn’t 
have it already).

2. The player on whose symbol the mud 
landed ALSO wins a token (if he or she 
doesn’t have it already).

3. If the symbol belongs to the player in 
turn, he or she gets another turn!
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